Journal and Book Publishing

About

Digital Commons hosts research journals and student journals or other serial publications. Digital Commons @ Kent State University Libraries can also host open access books. Journals hosted on Digital Commons are discoverable by Google and other search engines, and are accessible online. Digital Commons supports open access, subscription-based, or hybrid serial publications. Journals can have their own customized designs and the peer review process is built into the customizable workflow.

Guidelines

Is Digital Commons the Right System to Publish Your Journal or Book?
Any journal, newsletter, other serial publication, or book, sponsored by any Kent State University faculty or student organization that produces output in the form of intellectual or academic works may consider Digital Commons @ Kent State University Libraries as a platform for publication. To be accepted, somebody in an editorial or oversight capacity of the serial publication must be associated with Kent State University. The editor(s) must be willing to learn the Digital Commons interface and post their own content.

Considerations in Favor of Hosting Your Publication on Digital Commons
The following are not requirements but are factors in favor of Digital Commons @ Kent State University Libraries being a good fit for your publication:

- Publication will be open access
- Journal or book editor or other person associated with the publication is likely to continue association with Kent State
- If it is a serial publication, it will keep a regular schedule of publication (quarterly, monthly, et cetera)
- You have an existing publication in need of a new platform and you plan to bring back content to the Digital Commons platform
- The publication is a publication of an ongoing Kent State University student organization
How to Contribute Content

If you are interested in using Digital Commons @ Kent State University Libraries as a publishing platform, please contact us at digitalcommons@kent.edu to discuss the possibilities. A Digital Commons Team member will contact you. We may ask you to complete an initial questionnaire to help us to understand your publication’s needs. If the Digital Commons Team and the parties responsible for the publication agree to use the Digital Commons platform, we will ask you to sign a Memorandum of Understanding that details the expectations of Kent State University Libraries and the editors or producers of the publication.

Once a journal or other serial publication is accepted for the Digital Commons @ Kent State University Libraries platform, one or more members of our Digital Commons Team will work with you on set-up and training. Please allow several weeks to a few months for the design and set-up of your publication. Our Team will be available on an ongoing basis for consultation to assist with the use of Digital Commons but you are responsible for posting your own content.

Digital Commons @ Kent State University Libraries does not currently host any books. If you are a book author and have a book that you think would be appropriate for our platform, please contact us.

Examples

Types of publications appropriate for publication in Digital Commons include:
- Serial publications published by KSU-affiliated centers and institutes
- Journals and magazines with an academic focus published by KSU student organizations
- Proceedings from recurring conferences hosted at Kent State University
- Peer-reviewed journals edited by Kent State University faculty
- Textbooks edited by Kent State University faculty
- Scholarly books written by Kent State University faculty and staff

Example from Digital Commons @ Kent State University Libraries:

Advances in the Study of Information and Religion

Examples from other Digital Commons: